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Myexperience with "practical planning problems" is
mainlythroughthe processplanningdomain.I will describe
someof the aspects of this domainthat set it apart from
the simulatedtoy-domains,andaddresstheir implicationsfor
the "typical" AI planning algorithms. Theworkitself is
describedin the references[8, 6, 7, 4, 5].
Thepaperis organizedinto three parts. In the first part,
I describe the processplanningdomainin general terms and
explainits interesting characteristics fromAI planningview
point. In the secondpart, I providea brief overviewof the
NExT-COT
process planning system. In the third part, I
attemptto answerthe questions raised in the symposium
CFP
in teamsof our processplanningwork.It is possibleto read
Parts I andHIto get a highlevel picture, andthenget details
from Part H.
"

Part I
Characteristics of Process Planning
Domain
Giventhe geometricand/orfeature baseddescriptionof a part
andits dimensional
andtolerancespecifications, manufacturing processplanningis the problemof finding the sequence
of machining
operations,the setupsandthe fixtures to be used
to manufacture
the part (see Figure1). Processplanning
knownto be a very time-cons, mlngand knowledge-intensive
problemin automatingmanufacturing.In the past, the majority of processplanningtasks weredoneby h!lmans-- either
starting fromscratch, or by manuallymodifying
existing process plans. Thelack of automationin process planninghas
not beena big bottle-neckuntil nowbecauseof the focuson
"mass-manufacturing."
Of late however,there has beenan increased interest in
rapid prototypingandin flexible, customized
small-lot manufacturing. This has madethe automationof process planning
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task very critical. Unfortunately
however,despite the recent
advancesin CAD/CAM
and information technologies, automatedprocessplanninghas still not achievedanywidespread
use in industry. This is partly due to the fact that most
existing approachesuse ad-hocheuristic techniquesfor plan
generation[1]. Theseapproacheslack anysoundtheoretical
basis, andare consequently
brittle. In mostcases,the resultant
"planners" are simple bookkeepingtools that delegate the
majority of the planning tasks to the humanplanner. One
wayto improvethe state of affairs wouldthus be to base
the developmentof process planners on a systematic and
scientifictheoryof pl anning.
Planning, as a domain-independent
problem, is studied
in Artificial Intelligence, whereit is cast as the problem
of composinga course of actions capable of transforming
the worldfroma giveninitial state to a desiredgoal state.
Therehas beena significant amountof workon this problem
withinthe past twentyyears, with morerecent work(e.g. [9,
10]) clarifying the formalfoundationsandrelative tradeoffs
of the various planning models. Althoughthe classical
planningtechniquesthemselveshavehither to beenapplied
only to tightly constrainedsyntheticdomains,there has been
increasedinterest in applyingthemto realistic problems.
Thelack of systematicbasis for automatingprocessplanning, coupledwiththe interest in realistic applicationsof AI
planningmodelssuggestsan obviousprescription to remedy
both: apply classical planningtechniquesto automateprocess planning.In our previouswork[8, 4, 5], weexplored
this course, and foundthat it is morecomplicatedthan a
simple"application"of existing AI planningtechniques.In
particular, wefoundthat the AI planningtechniquesneedto
be extendedin the following fundamentalwaysbefore they
can be applied to manufacturing planning:
1. Muchof the work in AI planning has been aimedat
generating plans from scratch. However,in process
planning,the domainhas beenstandardizedso as to make
"variant planning," --- the technique of (manually)
modifyingexisting process plans to solve newplanning
problems-- the dominantmethod[1]. For successful
operation in this domain,weneedplanningmodelsthat
allowreuse of previouslygeneratedplans.
2. In classical planningframework,the planner is often
modeledas an isolated and independentmodulewhich
is solely responsiblefor plan generation,andwhichhas
all the knowledge
relevant to plan generationat its sole
disposal.In contrast:

1. Fixture the Part on
Face 1 & 2 using
a vise fixture /III)
1.1 Mill Slot-1
1.2 Center-drill Hole-4
1.3 Twist-drill Hole-4
2. Fixture the Part on
Face 3 & 4 using
a vise fixture
2.1 Center-drill Hole-3
2.2 Twist-drill Hole-3
OOOOo

Figure 1: Geometricand feature-based specification of a part and a fragmentof the plan for machiningit
¯ The process planning problem
is typically too complex for complete automation.
¯ Even if there are t~hniques that allow complete
automation, humanprocess planners have considerable experience and creativity that should not be
replaced but enhanced to makethe planners more
productive.1
¯ The assumption of an omniscient planner is inadequate for process planning which requires significant amounts of deep domain-specific reasoning
involving geometry, kinematics and cutting and
clamping forces -- which is either awkwardor
inefficient to encodeinto a classical planner.

1 Overviewof Approachtaken

Given that process planning involves extensive reasoning
about geometry,kinematics, and cutting and clampingforces,
the most efficient wayof generating plans mayinvolve intelligently interfacing AI planning techniques with specialized
reasoners such as geometric and fixture based reasoning. We
thus took a hybrid approachfor plan generation, as shownin
Figure 2. A classical HTNplanner was used for doing machining planning (comingup with the sequence of machining
operations), while a solid modeler and geometric reasoner
were used to handle geometric and force related reasoning.
Such hybrid architectures of course raise a host of open
issues about the modesof coordination and communication
betweenthe planner and the specialized reasoners (see [8, 6]
Thesedifferences necessitate a modelof planning that
for a detailed discussion, and somepreliminary approaches).
is’ ’hybrid" in the sense that the planningtask is shared They also have implications for the planning algorithms.
between the automated planner, and a host of other
Planning in such architectures is a continual rather than a
humanand automated reasoners.
one-shot process. The constraints imposedby the specialists
on the plan force the planner (and the specialists) to contend
3. Classical planning assumesthat planning is a one-shot
with a continually evolving problemspecification. The evoprocess of inputting the problemspecification and outlutionary nature of planninghas implications for the internal
putting the plan. In contrast, in manysituations, process
planning is a continual and iterative process. For exam- operation of the planner and the specialists. For example,
ple, in a concurrent design situation, the designer may hierarchical abstraction, and the ability to represent plans
with partial commitment
(partial ordering etc.) are important
generate a design, evaluate its feasibility by generating
for allowing the specialists maximum
latitude in specializing
and inspecting the process plan, and based on the results
the plan according to their considerations. Moreimportantly,
of the inspection, modifythe design and re-initiate the
since inconsistent commitmentsbetween the planner and the
planning and evaluation cycle. Handling such iterative
specialists cannot be completely avoided, incremental operspecification changes necessitates a modelof planning
ation, in terms of the ability to reuse previous results while
wherethe planner is incrementaland interactive.
accommodatingnew constraints [2], is essential for effiAs the foregoing shows, before the AI planning frameworks ciency. (Notethat in contrast to the classical planningmodel,
can be used as a basis for automatingprocess planning, they
wheresuch replanning ability is justified purely in terms of
the internal efficiency of the planner, here it is also motivated
need several foundational extensions.
by the desire to promote efficient interaction between the
planner and the specialists.)
1In fact, manyprocess planning researchers found that the
Finally, planners in domainssuch as process planning need
industries are morewilling to accept systemsthat "’help" human
also interact flexibly with the humanusers. In most realistic
processplannersthan those that attemptto "replace"them.
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Figure2: SchematicDiagramof the PlanningArchitecturein Next-Cut
planning domains(other than the "robot roamingthe hallways" domain), automatedplanners of the current day will
haveto workas decision-supportsystemsto humans.This has
several implicationson the underlyingpJanningmethodology.
First, the plannershould allow the user to specify easily
available domainstructure andcontrol information(rather
than insist on re, inventing the informationby itself). In
our (admittedlylimited) experience,wefoundthat the task
reduction planningframeworks
providemoresupportfor this
than the purely subgoal-establishment
oriented planners(see
[10] for a discussionas to whythis mightbe so). Second,
the planner should also provide structured modesin which
the user can influence(steer) the planner’ssearch process.
Mostcurrent plannershavevery little supportfor this sort
of plannersteering, andfacilitating it presentsseveralopen
problems(includingwhereto allow user control, andhowto
captureandstore the rationale for the user decisionsso as to
exploit themin latter planningepisodes).

Part II
Planning Architecture in Next-Cut
In this part, I presenta moredetaileddescriptionof the hybrid
process plannig architecture used in NEXT-CUT,
diScuSS
the planning process, and illustrate it with examples.The
materialin this part is excerptedfrom[8]. Interestedreaders
are encouraged
to refer to the latter paperfor a moreelaborate
presentation.
2

Overview of the Architecture

Figure2 showsthe schematicof the planning architecture in
the NEXT-CUT
environment.A general purpose planner is
usedfor selecting appropriatemachiningprocessesandtools
and composingthem into a mao.hlning plan. A geometry
specialist is usedto detect andresolvegeometricinteractions
that arise duringmaehinlng,
anda fixturingspecialist is used
to decidethe orientationsanddamping
forces for holdingthe
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part duringmachining.
Thereare twoformsof commlmication
betweenthe planner
and the specialists in the NEXT-CUT
environment.Thefirst,
andmorestraightforward,is throughthe sharedcentral model.
Theplanner and specialists can also communicate
directly
throughspecializedinterfaces (e.g. interaction graph,setup
graph). Theseinterfaces facilitate efficient reasoningabout
interactions betweenthe modules.In this paper, wewill be
concentratingon the interfaces betweenthe plannerand the
twospecialists.
2.1 Planner
Thebasic planningparadigmthat weuse is that of nonlinear
hierarchicalplanning [12, 13, 10]. In this paradigm,the planning tasks involvethe satisfaction of a conjunctionof goals
andthe planningprocessconsistsof successivelyrefiningthe
planningtasks with the help of a set of a prespecifiedtaskreduction schemata.Thereduction schemataconsist of plan
fragmentsfor achievingvarious goals. Asan example,WindowI in Figure3 showsthe various schematafor machining
holes, while windowH showsan individual task reduction schema, MAKE-HOLE-BY-DRILLING
in detail. As can
be seen from WindowH, the MAKE-HOLE-BY-DRILLING
schemais a collectionof partially orderedplanningsteps for
machining
a holebydrilling it. In particular,it specifiesthat
the hole has to be positioned,a drilling operationhas to be
carried out, andfinally the drilled hole shouldbe improved
as necessary(e.g. improvingdiametral tolerance, surface
finish etc.). Noticethat this fragment
doesnot providedetails
about howthe position and diametral tolerances shouldbe
achieved;thosedetails are left for subsequent
reductions.It
is in this sensethat the schemaspecifies an abstract plan
fragment. As shownin Window
HI, the internal representation of the schemaalso includes informationabout which
conditionshaveto be satisfied, andwhicheffects are asserted
at eachstep. Theconditionsdictate to a large extent whether
a particular schema
is suitable for accomplishing
a particular
task. For example,if either the tolerance requirementsof a
hole are veryhigh, or the hole happensto be of a nonstandard
size, MAKE-HOLE-BY-DRILLING
will not be a candidate
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NodeI [ND17Z4]
I
POSiTION-HOLE?#:HOLE1721 )

{SCH1731}
NAKE-HOLE-BY-DRILLING::(MAKE-HOLE ?HOLE1713)
Expansion:
0 {<0::NDI715>[:DUMMY])
I {<1::ND1716>[:ACTION(POSITION-HOLE ?HOLE1713)]~
2 {<2::ND1717>[:ACTION(DRILL-HOLE ?HOLE1713)]}
3 {<3::ND1718>[:ACTION(FINISH-HOLE ?HOLE1713)]}
4 {<4::NDITI9>[:PRIHITIVE(:ANNOUNCE-HOLE :NAME ?HOLE1713)]}
Condi¢ions:
<<SC1720>> :USE-I~HEN (HOLE-SPEC ?HOLE1713) :at
<<SC1721>> :USE-WHEN (SPEC (DIAMETER ?HOLE1713) ?DIAMETER) :at
<<SC1722>> :USE-WHEN (TOOL ?TOOL) :at
<<SC1723>> :USE-WHEN (EQUAL (T00L-TYPE ?TOOL) :TWIST-DRILL) :at
<<SC1724>> :USE-WHEN (EQUAL (DIAMETER ?TOOL) ?DIAMETER) :at
<<SC1725>> :USE-WHEN (SPEC (BOTTOM-C0NDITION ?HOLE1713) ?BOTTOM-CONDITION1714) :at
<<SC1726>> :USE-WHEN (BOTTOM-DRILLABLE ?BOTTOM-CONDITION1714) :at
<<SC1727>> :COMPUTE (SLB-CL::FIND-T00L-HOLDER-INTERFERENCES (QUOTE ?HOLE1713) (QUOTE ?TOOL))
EffecCs:
<<SE1728>> :ASSERT (<= (POSITION-TOLERANCE ?HOLE1713) 0.004) :at
<<SE1729>> :ASSERT (<= (DIAMETRAL-TOLERANCE ?HOLE1713) 0.OOS) :at
<<SE1730>> :ASSERT (MAKE-HOLE ?HOLE1713) :at
Vats: (?HOLE1713 ?BOTTOM-CONDITION1714)

Figure3: Specificationof machining
operationsas task reductionschemata.
Acompletedomain
descriptionis availablefrom
the authorelectronically.
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2.2 Specialists
The specialists in our frameworkeither augment the specification of the problem as seen by the planner and detect
interactions that the planner itself cannot detect, or utilize
the generated plan to make their ownfurther commitments.
In our system, the geometryspecialist (see below)is of the
former type. while the fixturing specialist is of the latter.
The analyses by the specialists imposeimplicit constraints
on the plan developed by the planner (and vice versa). The

interfaces -- the interaction graph, and the setup graph-- help
the modulesin keeping track of these constraints.
1. GeometrySpecialist: The geometry specialist in the
NEXT-CUT
environment USes solid models of the part and
features to detect a variety of geometricinteractions that may
affect the machiningor fixturing of parts. Examplesof such
interactions include interferences betweenthe tool paths for
machininga feature, and the volumesof other features (or
the part itself). In the case of the cross-product
shown
in Figure 1, the tool access path for machining hole-4
(shown by the shaded arrow 63 in the figure) interferes
with the feature volume of slot-1. WindowI in Figure 5
showsthe geometryspecialist’s description of the interference
detected in this case. Such interactions are ubiquitous in
machiningand are therefore computedwith every design or
plan change. Since the exact details of the tool paths are not
a, and also since exact volumeintersections can be
yet known
time cons, ming, our geometryspecialist uses conservative
rectangular boundingbox approximationsof the material that
a tool could removefrom the part, and of the total volume
sweptout by a tool [7].
Oncesuch interferences are detected, appropriate actions
must be taken to resolve them(if possible). The geometryspecialist does this by analyzingthe interferences. In particular,
supposean interference z r, is detected for the tool approach
direction d of feature f. The geometryspecialist checks to
see if the volumeof the detected interference 7712is wholly
subsumedby the volumesof somesubset ~r = {f~ } of other
features of the part. If this is the case, then the interference
2-f, can be avoided by machiningthe features in ~" first (if
no such set 5r is found, then the feature f cannot be made
in tool approachdirection d). This essentially imposesa set
of constraints Of~ on the machiningorder of the individual
features:
0:,= {(fi-~f) lfi 6 ~r}.4
In the case of interference betweenho 1 e- 4 and s i o g- 1, the
analysis by the geometryspecialist showsthat the interference
betweenthe part, and the tool path for makingho i e- 4 in the
direction d3 is completely subsumedby the feature volumeof
s lot- 1, Thus, this interaction can be avoided by machining
slot-1 beforemac.hininghole-2 if hole-2 is tobe made
inthe direction dl.
In this fashion, the geometryspecialist detects the interactions for each feature and each possible tool approachdirection for makingthat feature, and computesthe appropriate
orderingrelations for avoidingthose interactions. Oncethis is
done,the geometryspecialist heuristically selects a single tool
approachdirection for each feature (based on such criteria as
the numberof geometric interactions to be resolved in that
direction) and conveysthe corresponding feature orderings
to the planner by constructing (or updating) the interaction
graph (see Section 3) s. WindowII in Figure 5 shows the

ZSometimes
a task does not require further reduction because
all of its effects alreadyholdin the current situation (in planning
terminology[11], such tasks are called phantomgoals ). For
example, in the planformachining croaa-product,
shown
in 6, the finishing step wasnot required for HOLE-2,
since the
specified diametral tolerance for HOLE-2
i$ guaranteedby the
drilling step itself. Thusthe (DIArVmTRAL-TOLERANCP.
HOLE-2)
step is phantomized(shownwith dashedlines in the figure) and
doesnot constitutea step to be executedin the final plan.

3Thedetailed geometryof tool path dependson the exact tool
that is selectedfor machining
the feature, whichwill onlybe known
after the machining
planningis over
4Thesymbol"-~"
is used to denote precedencerelation between
twoentities. Thusthe expressiona -~ b meansa shouldprecedeb.
SThus,the orderings imposedby the geometryspecialist are
conditionalonthe tool approachdirectionschosen,in the sensethat
if at a later point, the fixturingspecialistdecidesto makea feature
in a differentorientation,thenthe orderingin the interactiongraph

for msc.hinlngthat hole.
A hierarchical plan can be formally characterized as a
3-tuple,
P:(<T,O,];),T* ,D ),
whereT is a set of plan steps (tasks) with O defining a partial
ordering over them; and T* is the union of tasks in T and
their ancestors with Ddefining a set of parent, child relations
amongthe tasks of T*. Planning consists of refining abstract
planning tasks (such as (Make-hole Hole-2) ) intoconcrete subtasks with the help of these task reduction schemata,
until every task in the plan is "primitive" (i.e., the planner
knowshow to perform that task) 2. Figure 4 shows how the
(Make-hole
Hole-2)task is refined, with the help of
MAKE-HOLE-BY-DRILLING
schema (inFignre 3), into three
sub-tasks
(Position-holeHole-2), (Drill-Hole
Hole-2)and (Finish-HoleHole-2),which in tunl
are reduced to more concrete subtasks.
During this refinement process, any interactions between
the newlyintroduced steps and the existing steps are resolved
by posting ordering and binding constraints on the plan.
As a classical hierarchical planner, the planner only detects
the interactions that becomeevident in terms of clobbered
preconditions. The partially ordered plan for machiningthe
cross-product
is shown in Figure 6 (see Section
for further discussion). The planning strategy is "leastcommitment"in that the planner starts with the assumption
that the various design goals can be achievedin any order and
imposesordering relations only to removeinteractions or to
satisfy constraints. Avoidingover-commitmentin this way
facilitates subsequent processing of the generated plan for
satisfying optimality criteria (e.g., mergingmachiningsteps
to reduce setups and tool changes) [4].
As pointed out in Part I. the planner needs the ability to
modifyits plans incrementally both to promoteefficient interactions with the specialists and to deal with user-imposed
changes in the design of the part. Our planner supports
incremental plan modification by maintaining the causal dependencies amongthe individual steps of a plan, and the
decisions underlying the developmentof that plan, in a representation called a "validation structure." It utilizes the
PRIARmodification framework[4, 2] for carrying out the
modification(see Section 3.1 for details).
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interaction
graphcorresponding
to the cross-product Givena newor changedspecification:
(note
theordering
relation
between
s 1 o t-1 andhoi e-2 ).
1. Geometry
Speciafist: (Input: Thesolid modelof the part and
2. Pixturing Specialist: The objective of the fixturing
the features)
specialist is to decide whichoperations of the plan will be
Compute
geometricinterferences and updateinteraction graph
done in which setup, and to arrive at fixture arrangements
2. Planner:(Input:Featurespecification,interactiongraph,setup
for locating and restraining the part as it is machined.The
graph)
windowsF1-F4 in Figure 7 show a fixturing plan for man(a) If no machiningplan exists, generate one using the
ufacturing cross-product.
An important
consideration
feature specificationandthe interactiongraph.If there
here is to reduce the numberof setups. The operation of the
are anytool-holdercollisions, backtrackto the geometry
fixturing specialist can be seen as having two phases; with
specialist(see Section3.1).
the first phase consisting of proposingsetups and the second
(b) If a machiningplan exists, modifyit to accommodate
phase consisting of testing them, employinggeometric, kinethe newspecifications (changesin feature attributes,
matic and force calculations. To reduce the numberof setups,
interaction graphor setup graph), whilerespectingany
the fixturing specialist merges the steps of the machining
implicit constraints imposedby the setup graphand the
plan based on the expected orientation of the part (given by
interactiongraph(see Section3.1)
the tool approachdirection selected for that feature by the
Fixturing
Specialist: (Input: Machining
plan, feature geome3.
geometryspecialist; see above) during those steps. In the
try, setupgraph)
secondphase, it checks if the part can actually be fixtured
(a) If a fixturing plan does not exist, construct the setup
in the proposed setups, and selects fixture elements for regraphby mergingsteps of the machiningplan. Select a
straining the part during maehinlng.This involves selecting
setupsequenceand
compute
the flxturingdetails for it. If
a particular sequence(total ordering6) of the proposedsetups
nosuchtotal orderingis found,backtrackto the planner
(consistent with the ordering constraints amongplan steps
(see Section3.1).
that comprise the setup groups), and ensuring that the geom(b) If a fLxturingplan doesexist, updatethe setupgraphto
etry of the work-pieceat the start of each setup allows it to
reflect changes(if any)in the machining
plan. Useit
be fixtured satisfactorily. The specific sequenceof fixturing
incrementallyrevise the existing fixturing plan. Update
the setupgraph.
groupsthat are tested by the fixturing specialist then constitutes the fixturing plan. A constraint graphcalled the "setup
graph," which contains information about the chosen setup
Listing1. Highlevel descriptionof the planningcyclein
groupings, and the ordering relations amongthem, acts as the
NEXT-CUT
interface betweenthe fixturing specialist and the planner (see
Section
3).
graph. In particular, the planner starts with an initial task
network(T’, O’), with T’ containing the set of tasks of the
3
The Planning
Cycle
form tl : Achieve(features), and orderings of type
When the specification
of a part, such as that of
[ ti : Aehieveffeaturei)] "<o, [tj : Achieve(featurej)]
cross-product
as shown in Figure 1, is entered for
the first time, the geometryspecialist computesthe possible
if and only if feature i -~o, feature~. The final plan thus
geometricinteractions betweenits features (as shownby the
incorporates the orderings imposedby the planner, as well as
examplein WindowI of Figure 5). Specific ordering conthose inherited fromthe interaction graph.
straints to avoid these interactions are then conveyedto the
The machining plan for cross-product
is shown in
planner via the interaction graph (WindowID.
Figure 6. (The diamondshaped steps are dommysteps,
Given the plan representation discussed in Section 2.1,
and steps with dotted boundaries correspond to "phantom"
the interaction graph can be seen as an augmentation to
steps, i.e., steps whoseintended effects are madetrue by
the top-level specification of the problem.In particular, the
other steps). Notice in particular that the machiningsteps for
interaction graph can be represented by a directed acyclic
slot-1 and hole-4 (in the lowest branch of the plan in
graph (DAG) ~ (F, 09 ) whose no des ar e th e in dividual
Figure 6) are ordered according to the constraints specified
features of the part, whoseedges define a partial ordering
by the interaction graph (Window
11 in Figure 5).
on the machiningof different features. Fromthe discussion
Next,
based
on
this
plan,
the
fixturing
specialist chooses
in Section 2.2, we can see that O9 = U/O1,, where d is
setups for fixturing. From the planner’s view point, the
the chosentool approachdirection for feature f, and 01~ is
fixturing specialist is partitioning the plan steps into groups,
the set of precedence constraints imposed by the geometry based on a set of equivalence classes defined in terms of
specialist to resolve any tool path interferences in machining the expected orientations of the part during plan execution.
f in direction d.
Sucha partitioninginduces an implicit partial ordering among
The effect of the analysis by the geometryspecialist is that
the setups. As discussed in Section 2.2, this partitioning is
instead of starting with unordered goals, the planner orders
followed by checks to ensure that sometotal order of setups
themaccording to the vrestrictions imposedby the interaction
consistent with these this partial ordering can actually be
fixtured.
wouldchange.Fora moredetailed description,see [7].
The setup graph can thus be seen as a DAGS : 04), O,)
6Theneedto groundthe fixturingcheeksrelative to the particular
where
each memberw 6 }Nis a set of plan steps that can be
(intermediate)geometry
of the part, andthe difficulty of generating
machined
in a partictdar setup, and O, is a partial ordering
and maintainingpartial geometries,are the mainreasonswhythe
fLxmring
specialistis forcedto selecta specifictotal ordering.
on the setups, induced by the correspondingpartial ordering
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Figure4: Reducingan abstract task into concretesub-tasks
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TOOL-PATII-31.
Its volumeIs 1.92%of the volumeof SLOT-1
and 16.39%of the volume of TOObPATH-31.
Its volume characteristic Is PERPENDICULAR
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Figure 5: Detecting and Resolving geometric interactions for the cross-product

Figure 6: Msehini.g plan for the cro s s-pro duct
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C, Operation(CENTER-ORILL
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Figure7: FixmringPlan for the cross-product
on the plan steps.
The ¢onstrnints on the setup-graph from the planner’s
viewpoint are that 142 be a set of mutually exclusive and
exhaustivesubsets of tasks in T, such that the partitioning is
consistent with the partial ordering amongthe tasks. To ensure
the latter, the followingtwoconstraints mustbe satisfied:
I. VoJ EW, Vtz,t2Ew ~tETs.t.t~w A(t] ~t-~ t~)
2. Vwz,w2E Wif there exists a task t]E wz and t2 6 w2
suchthat tl -~ t2 in the plan, thenit shouldnecessarily
be the casethat wl -~o. ¢o2
O, thus definesthe partial ordering inducedamong
the setups
as a result of mergingthe steps of the plan.
For the cross-product example, WindowII-A in Figure 7 shows the setup group mergings computed, and WindowII-B showsthe description of the individual plan steps
merged under each setup group. Notice that the graph is
partially orderedat this point.
Fromthepoint of view offixturing spedalist, each w E W
is a fixturing group. In general, oncethe fixturing specialist
makes a merging of the plan steps according to the above
constraints, there is an implicit partial ordering amongthe
fixturing groups (as stated in the condition ii above). From
the standpoint of fixturing, this mergingis consistent as long
as the fixturing specialist can find a sequenceof the setup
groups consistent with this partial ordering, whichsatisfies
the fixturing constraints (see Section 2.2). To this end. the
fixturing specialist first selects a total order on S based
on someheuristic considerations [7], and then carries out
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fixturing analysis in accordance with that sequence7. Once
a totally ordered sequenceof setups is selected, that further
constrains the orderings amongthe steps of the machining
plan implicitly. In particular, selecting a total order on a
setup graph ,S : {W,O,) is equivalent to adding a set of
additional ordering relations OFamongthe setups in Wsuch
that O, u Or, induces a total order on S. Everynewordering
wi -~o~, wj amongsetups translates to additional orderings
amongplan steps such that Vii E wi and Vtj E w j, ti -~ tj
(even if ti and tj do not have any ordering relations imposed
amongthem by the geometry specialist or the planner).
Such implicit constraints have to be respected to ensure
conservatismof any future plan revision (see Section 3.1).
For the cross-product
example, the fixturing specialist selects one total ordering (shownin Window
11/in Figure
7) consistent with this graph that is satisfactory from the
fixturing viewpoint, and computesa fixturing plan (in each
fixture setup, the features to be mam.tfacturedin that setup
are shownhighlighted). It then updates the setup graph with
additional orderings correspondingto the selected sequence.
The windowsF- 1 to F-4 in Figure 7 showthe details of the
fixturing plan. At this point, we have a completeprocess plan
for machining cross-product
(See Section ID.

7Noticethat different setup sequenceshavediffering fixturing
properties as they correspondto different intermediategeometries
of the part duringmachining
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Part III
Retropsective Analysis

BacktrackingandIncrementalPlan Revision

Wheninconsistencies arise betweenthe commitments
made
by the planner andthe specialists, the linear control flow
discussedin Section3 disrupted, andbacktrackingis necessitated. Whenthis happens,there are in general a variety
of backtrackingalternatives, someintra-module, and some
inter-module,
eachpresentinga different set of tradeoffs. The
inter-modulebacktrackingis guidedby the interfaces between
the plannerandthe specialists. Suchinter-modulebacktracking is often costly. Tocontainthis, andto improve
efficiency
of the overall planning, it is importantfor individualmodules
to havethe ability to accommodate
changesin their specifications by incrementallymodifyingtheir plans. Similar
revisionis also necessitatedin responseto designerinitiated
specificationchanges.In both cases, the revision needsto be
conservativeboth to ensureinternal efficiencyof planning,
as wellas to containthe ripple effects of changesin the plan
on the analyses of other modules.Furthermore,to improve
the overall efficiency,the planner’sability to reuseits plans
will haveto be supplemented
by the specialists’ ability to
reuse their previousanalyses.In our implementation,
both the
plannerandthe fixturing specialist havethe ability to reuse
previousresults. Whileeach modulemaintainsthe internal
dependencies
on its plans, the external (inter-module)dependenciesare maintainedthroughthe interfaces. Theplanner
uses the PRIAR
modification framework,developedin our
earlier work[2, 3] to carry out plan revision. See[8] for
further discussion.

In the following,I attemptto addresssomeof the questions
raised by the symposium
CFPin the context of the NEXTCUTprocess planning system.
Whatwasthe mostdifficult aspectof this problem?
Thedifficult aspectsof this problemincludethe necessity
of deepgeometricandforce basedanalyses, the requirement
of optimalpartially orderedplans(whichcangiverise to least
numberof setups), the requirementfor adequatecommunication betweenthe plannerandthe specializedreasonersand
the h~lmans
that it interactswith.
What
did youthinkwould
bedifficult that wassurprisingly
easy?
At the outset, I thoughtthat the mostdifficult thing would
be the combinatorics
of action-interactions(as is the casein
domainslike blocks world). In the end, I found that the
normalinteraction detection and resolution phasetakes up
relatively smallamountof time in processplaningdomain.
Althoughthere are someinteractions betweenmachining
operations(e.g., centerdrilling shouldcomebeforethe correspondingdriUingoperation),these inteactions can be avoided
by packagingprimitive machiningoperationsinto plan fragments. Thetask reduction planningframework,used in the
nextcut processplanningdomain,providesgoodsupport for
this. Thereal cost is in detectingthe geometricinteractions,
andoptimzingthe partial plan to get least number
of set ups
in fixture planing.
If youuseda hybridsolution, why?

4 Results

Asmentionedearlier, wedid use a hybridsolution, where
an AI plannerwasused to do the machiningplanning, while
a solid modelerand a fixture planner were used to do the
Theplanning architecture describedin the previoussections geometricreasoningand fixture planningrespectively. The
has been implementedas a prototype on top of the NEXT- reasonsfor goingfor hybridsolution are: (i) to avoidreinCUTplanning framework.Several empirical studies have venting geometryand force-basedreasoningwithin a STRIPS
beenconductedon this architecture [8]. Wefound that the
action representation(apart fromthe obviousinefficiencies
architectureavoidsduplicatingcapabilitiesof the specialists of such a reinvention, it wouldalso havethe drawbackof
in the planner, therebyeliminatingredundancy,andimprov- almostsurelyalienatingthe usergroup!)(ii) to exploitthe aling efficiency and modularity. Our implementationwas readyexisting methodsfor dealingwith geometricandfixture
able to automaticallygenerateprocessplans that satisfy the
planning.
constraintsof geometry,machining, and fixturillg specialists
cooperatingin an integrated framework.The architecture
Lessonslearnedfrom the implementation
providesa first accountof howa generalpurposeplannercan
Theimplementation
has also taught us several generalprinbe integratedwith a set of specialists. Wedevelopedinterciples
on
desi£nlng
hybrid planningsystems;wesnmmarize
faces betweenthe plannerandthe specialists that allowboth
them
briefly
below:
to explicitly keeptrack of externally imposedconstraints.
In the case of the planner,all the external constraints have
¯ Communication
betweenthe plannerand the specialists
been modeledas additional orderings and mergingsamong
takes several forms,includingthe sharedrepresentation
machiningsteps. Wefound that these interfaces allow the
of the designandprocessplan, specializedrepresentaplannerto function with a minimalunderstandingof the intions of mutualconstraints (e.g, the setup graph)and
standardizedmessages
(e.g., the results of intersection
ternal operationsof the specialists, or the domainspecific
knowledgethey employ.Wealso found that the ability to
tests fromthe geometryspecialis0. In all cases, there
is a tradeoff betweenexpressivenessand abstraction.
incrementallymodifyexisting plans to accommodate
external
constraintseffectivelycontrolsthe proliferationof secondary
For example,the geometricintersection results, as in
Window
I of Figure 5, were found after someexperiinteractions, in the eventinconsistent commitments
between
mentationto be at the right level of detail for making
the plannerandthe specialists are detected.
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ordering decisions in process planning. Moregenerally,
it will be impossibleto satisfy a variety of moduleswith
messagesand representations at a single level of detail.
A solution to this problemmaybe to exploit hierarchical
representations.
¯ Modulesin a hybrid planning environment benefit from
hierarchical representations and least commitmentapproach in problem solving which keeps options open
and reduces the need for backtracking in the face of
specification changes and planning conflicts (by allowing maximum
latitude to the specialists in generalizing
refining the plan according to their constraints). In
our implementation, for example, we maintain partially
sordered machiningplans, and setup graphs,
¯ Each module should reuse previous results whenever
practical, both for speed and to makethe effects of
design changes manifest. Reuse of previous results is
particularly useful in managingthe interactions between
the planners and the specialists. Every time a module
computesa newresult, it is possiblethat it mayinvalidate
results previously computedby other modules. However,
to the extent that each modulereuses previous results,
the incidence of new side-effects and interactions with
other modulesis reduced. Thus, if the process planner
makes only minor changes to a previous process plan,
it is unlikely that major changes will be needed in the
correspondingfixture plan.
¯ Theability to reuse previous plans (and analysis results),
as well as to control inter-module backtracking hinges
primarily on keeping track of dependencies within the
plans and betweenthe plans, the specifications and the
external constraints imposedby other modules. Interfaces whichkeep track of externally imposedconstraints
can thus play an important role in facilitating reuse.
Moregenerally, we found that it is important to keep
issues of feasibility (constraints) separate fromissues
optimality (costs) since the formerare far morelikely
remainvalid from one plan iteration to the next.
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Experience
with our implementationmakesus believe that
hybrid architectures such as the one explored here offer
a promising avenue of research for dealing with realistic
planning domains.
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80f course, the usualtradeoffholdsbetweenthe delay of commitmentand the amountof computationneededto checkthe consistency
of the plan. Thus,in the example
of the fixturingspecialist, to avoid
extensivegeometricsimulation,a singletotal-orderingof the setups
is ultimatelychosenfor detailedfLxtureplanning.
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